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STRATEGIES FOR FUTIJRE COMPETITIVE SUPPLY CHAINS:

THE EMERGENCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP CAPABILITY
Amir M. Shari/ , Zahir lrani2

Abstract Compeıition and co-operation within globalised markels and economies, inıolyes a high degree

of complexiıy and concurrency where supply chain management is concerned. The effective and eJJicient

applicİtion of strategies, ıechniques, tools and best prqctice within and across prodİıction and seııice,
orienled seclors, is a vital componenl within supply chain monagement. Againsl this backdrop,',yhq/ Qre lhe

current and future challenges and irends from qn operational perspective wilhin lhe area? Furtheımore, how

can supply chain managemenı siralegies pre-empt or at least mirror the changing nqture ofbusiness in a lruly
global sense? This paper presenıs a slrategic framework for aligning trends in operations and supply chain
managemenı, and identifes lhe emergence of supply chain leadership capabiliğ as a fundamenlal pillar of
supply chain mqnqgemenl.

Kelııords 
- 

Supply Chain ManagemenL Supply Chain Leadership, Personal Values, Framework

INTRODUCTION - LEADERSHIP IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

organisations are incıeasingly being inlerweavem through intra-and intei-organiSational supply chains -
this transition from being homogenic to polygenic illustrates that individual businesses do not merely contend

as exclusive self-goveming entities that operate in inolation, but act as an interacting web of supply chains
(Stock e1 a/. [1]; Bıırgess eı al. |2); Robinson and Malhotıa [3]; Lambert aıd Cooper [4]). Moıeover, as

'virtual' organisations progress, business and management leadcıs need to takc a holistic approach and

consider the whole supply chain as a single conglomerate (l\.{cAdam and McCormack [5]). Greater attention is

now being offered to craft appıopriate leadership styles that are responsible for sustaining supply chains and,

managing üeir performance and improvement (Li eı al. |6]; Robinson and Malhotra [3]; Mentzer eı al. |,l)).
others accentuate that leadership drives the overall system of üe supply chain that IeSultS in impıoved
financial results and customer satisfaction (Ou et al. |81; Kıei et ql. [9]). While some advocates ofthe supply

chain discipline are exceptionally dubious vis-i.-vis üis alliance, nevertheless, inter and intra-organisationa]
decision processes may certainly benefit from the participalion of proficient leadership in managing the

supply chain. This seems principally to be the case regarding large-scale investments in supply chain systems

where the jeopardy of failure is particularly high if not implemenled appropriately. These arguments are

supported by several other researchers who report effective leadership as a significant impetus for diıecting
aıd managing while achieving impactful supply chain management performance (van Hoek el a/. Il0]; Kuei
et al. |9]). Moreover, a number of academic researchers have also regarded administration and management

allegiance, or leadership, as the mbst significant influential driver for successful traısformation (McAdam and

McCormack [5]; Lambert afıd Cooper [4]).

on the other haıd, Robinson and Malhotra [3] also assert that within supply chains, top management must
guide and direct not only individual company efforts, but also encourage pafiicipation aııd cultivate quality

measulement and performance among all charrıel members. Moreover, üis also indicates that a focal supply

chain is categorised by the exislence ofan affiliate who is the 'inslinctive' leader, e.g. due to his financial
powef or exceptional knowledge of products and processes (Stadtler [11]). Researchers claim tfuough their

empirical findings üat as supply chain management facilitates administration of processes across distinct

depaltments, this result in significanlly improving an organisation's competitiveness (Li et al. [6]; Robinson
and Malhotra |3l). Whereas, McAdam and McCormack [5] accenfuate that the establishrnent of pıograms and
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tactics to manage and monitol supply chain quality is an underlying Stride en route for augmenting the
competitiveness and market leadership ofsupply chains,

Researcheıs also signify hele that overseeing üe supply chain coıııotes administrating crosswise long-
established operational areas in arı organisation and managing communications external to the orgaııisation
with stakeholders i.e. customers and suppliers (Li et al_ [6] and Lummus aıd Vokurka [12]). These earlier
conceptions advocate that a successful supply chain management strategic prophecy is established on the basis
of effective management leadership, which creates and converses the business strategic vision of supply chain
management (Stock eı al. |1]; StadtleI Il1]).

Lummus and Vokurka I12] assert 1hat the rationale for the above conceptions (i.e. significıınce of
leadership in supply chain management) can be attıibuted to tfuee essential viewpoints: Fiıstly, as
organisations have become more focused, they tend to be more specific while exploring suppliers for
procuring cost-effective though quality products. This move lowafds ploculement of quality product; befits
crucial for organisations to administer the entire system of supply chain to optimise overall organisational
performance. Secondly, it is highly acknowledged that there is amplified national aıd global competition aıd
amidst sucl] transformations, customer'S nafure and purchasing behavioural patterns have signiJicantly
changed. Moreover, the vigorous disposition of marketplace has made the long-established inventory
maİntaining practices (i.e. organisations attempted to solve the dissemination problem through maintaining
inventory at diverse iocations all though the supply chain) a precarious and potentially unsuccessful
conglomerate. Thirdly, the shift in accentuation to üe supply chain is because of the realisation by most
organisations that maximising performance of one department (including its related functions) may lead to
below optimal performaırce for the whole organisation. For these reasons, proficiently rnanaging the supply
chain has become critical for most organisations. Thus, the alorementioned research confirms the fact that the
success of supply chain management is directly associated to the presence of constructive Ieadership tlıat also
invigorates supportive behaviour within the orgarıisation, moreovel. coordinating and overseeing the whole
supply chain (\4elnyk et al. [13]; Mentzer et al. [7]). lt would therefore be judicious to confer greatel
consideration to research on further exploring üe role of leadership (e.g. those that specifically manage and
lead a supply chain) particularly given the ıecent tlansformational business and management activities that
have surrounded the many olganisations. lt is wilhin this context that this paper proglesses and st:eks to
provide the identification of supply chain leadership capabiliŞ via the notion of personal values; and
thencefonh to further identifo those supply chain leadership ValueS pertinent to Turkish supply chain directors
aıd managers.

IDENTIFYING SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP CAPABILITY: PERSONAL VALUES
Noting the above, the authoıs now wish to extend these notions of leadership towalds that of identifoing

how specifically, supply chain leadership itseIfcan be supported and developed as a mantra for improı/ement
and as part of a strategic goal. With this in mind, focus is now given to those aspects of managerüent oI
leadership behaviour and practice upon which this might be based: which lie uItimateIy with the realisation of
and adherence to personal aıd organisational values.

Principlcs, ethics or in the coııtext of this litcrature analysis 'values' play an imperative role in
understaıding the behaviour of human resources at workplace given that senioı management iS Seen to
appİaiSe events a]rd respond accordingly using values as their criteria (LenafiowicZ and Johnson Il4]). There
are many conceptions with regards to values theorised in the normative literafure such as Askun et cl. |15l
reporting that values are at the mainstay of oul philosophy, dogm4 aıd at the most perceptible characl,eristic
of human beings, behaviour. Becker aıd McClintock [16] support üat values are deemed as nor:rıative
benchmarks to adjudicate and to opt for amongst ploxy appıoaches ofbehaviour. As per Rokeach I l7], values
are enduring viewpoints that instigate established ideologies to steer individuals' right through their lives.
According to a more stable definition proposed by Posner et al. [18] (p. 22), 'Value of a given social gı,oup is
any entity (object, behaviour, situation) on which that gloup places a high worth or importance and, values
can be personal, professional. organisational, or societal'. Chow Il9] highlighted that values are in all
Iikelihood to reflect the manager's eıhos. He also stated that while compaıing values of different cultures,
factors related to enviİonment such as political, legal arıd economic Systems are sought to be taken into
consideration.
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with regards to compalative cross-cultrrres studies conducted in üe preceding years (Askuı et al. |15l;
Tan [20]), it is noticed that aınongst these reSeaİch investigation tbee important approaches have transpired in
value research _ the convergence e.g. advocates of this üeory assert that managers of dissimilar cultures will
ex}ıibit analogous managerial values as countries tıarısit from developing to developed economies (Child

[2l ]); whilst divergence benefaclors argue against by stating that culture and ethos are profoundly ingrained in
individuals and will be retained despite of economic principles (Ricks eı al. |22]), whereas, supporteıs of
crossvergence üeories allege that there is a possibili§ that comprehensive occurTence of convergence or

divergence iS not inevitable as theıe is continuum amid the polar limits of convergence and divergence (Tan

[23]). These research findings illustrates some conftadictory conceptions regarding the values, such as,

according to Lenartowicz and Johnson [l4] amongst these theorised conceptions, crossveigence theory is
deemed to hold firm on its theoIetical corıstructs. Nevertheless, other researchers also argue that cultural
differences aıe even now considered extremely fiındamental (Ali and Amirshahi [24]). It can be firrther argued

in the context of industrialisation, transformations in business environments and worldwide fiscal catastrophe

and no matter what their effects are, managerial values have a significarıt impact on üe operational activities
of the organisations. Sylvie et al_ |25] also support that managers' values strongly influence managerial
practices in an organisational enviıonment.

A number of research studies have examined maıagerial values across industries and organisations also
positing demographic determinants such as age, service duration and didactic achievement, in concert with
individual skills, expertise, attitudes and individualiğ aspects as strategic palarıount variables in determining
managerial values (Mellahi and Guermat [26]; Wallace el al. |27J). Other researchers such as Posner [28]
argue that a thoughtful realisation of maıagers' |undamental individual values augmcnts the understanding ol
their beliefs, attitudes, aı]d behaviours. Posner [28] also reports on the assertion that the'direction and strenglh
of corporate establishnents and their managers cannot be effusively comprehended without gaining adequate

knowledge vis_iı-vis the values and visions of the individuals who manage it', is perhaps cvident today. Thus,

it can be said that managerial values demonstıate a certain point of reference that can be exhibited in a work
environment and signifu how the work is ought to be accomplished 1Mellahi and Guerm ai |26l, Garavuı el aL

[29]). It is also reported that managerial values diverge from one territory culture to another, thus, agreed to

the disparity in managerial values, maıagers are sought to befit undeıstanding of intercultural inteıactions,
ethnic and social sensitivity, effectual intelcultulal performance and cultural management inİluences (Garavaİı

el aI. fz9l).

For the purposes of this research, the authors have identified the importance of personal values within the

wider context of decision-making arıd organisational fit (Posner aıd Schmidt [30]). As such this henceforth
provides the basis for developing a supply chain leadership (SCL) approach within the contex1 of this paper.

The concept ofpeısonal values and personal value systems has been described as "an enduring organization of
beliefs," that are "general plans employed to resolve conflicts and to make decisions." (Rokeach Il7]).
Likewise Ravlin and Megtino [3l] have identified that values aflect the ". . organization of behavioral
choices or the formulation ofalternative courses ofaction" - a point which has already been echoed and noted

as being as of importance within supply chain operations previously.

Furthermore, in oıder to understand how these peısonal - and therefore organisationally bound values
can be evaluated aıd defined, the usage of personal value fraıneworks is likewise important to note. Many
personal values frameworks and instruments exist. These vary from Morris' [32] 'Ways to Live' - which
involve relationships between "Operative", "Conceived" and "Object" values); Kilmann's 'Insight TeSt',

KIT- which involve rating l8 values ranging fıom "ambition" and "logic" through to "cheerfulness",
"courage", "imagination" arıd "independence" (Kilmann [33]); thıough to the "Personal Value System" of
England, PVS - which involve rating 66 values acıoss 5 components of "Business Organisation Goals",
"Personal Goals", "Ideas associated with People", "Groups of People" and "Ideas about general topics"
(England [34,35]); and McClelIaıd's "Personal Values Questionnaire", PVQ - which involve relationships
between "Achievement", "Affiliation" and "Power" (McCleIland [36]; Laıgens [37]). Principally 1he authors

wish to make the distinction between these and associated personality-based evaluations such as noted by
Biber eı al. [38]. Specifically, England's PVS studics developed and presented the concept of personal values
for oıganisational and individual analysis in oldel to identify key determinants of personal attitudes and

behaviours. These sfudies focussed primarily on US but then later intemational companies. Later, the work of
McClelland looked at the concept of human motivation within the workplace in order to further distinguish
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between behaviour and motives along implicit (individual) as well as explicit (social) lines, developing into
the PVQ instrument (McClelland [36]; Langens [37]).

It is on this basis that üe research conducted by the authoıs has been based in order to develop a
framework for suppIy chain Ieadership fronr priır,ıary data collected using Mc[,elland's PVQ tool.

IDENTIF"I/ING SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP THROUGH TIIE PVQ

Given the points raised so far the authors now pıesent primary data collected from a smal] san,ıple (n:13)
of Turkish supply chain directors in ordef to synthesise and identifu personal values within the suppl1, chain
context, noting the relevance of doing so as part of understanding the wider implications of these factors
within maııagement research as identified by Payne [39]. This study was conducted in Istaıbul in 'furkey
within a facilitated workshop setting with supply chain managels and directors from a variety of ]ectors
including retail consumer goods, industrial products, pharmaceutical, automotive, chemical aıd related
process industries.

The reseaıch involved applying the PVQ tool by McCJelland (thus noting the scales of "Achievemcnt",
"Affi]iation" and "Power") as palt of a wider ınanagen,ıent development initiative - but pertinent tü)o and
concomitant with the focus on supply chain maıragement aııd leadership capabili§. The choice of the
particular PVQ instrument was based upon pıevious successful usage by the researchers and the ease ,ıf use,
simpliciry, ease of administration and rapid insight via analysis of üe results that can be gIeaned. Thus, the
usage of the 3 ordinal scales across 30 questions from McClelland [36] as opposed to using üe lengthy 5
component, 66 sub-scale instrument ofEnglaıd [34,35], was therefore also of prime consideration. It wlıs aIso
deemed appropriate to r§e this in order to explain the so-called "conscious drivers of behavior" within the
supply chain management context as discussed at the beginning of this paper. Thus in order to align pe,rsonal
values wİÜ those that are associated with achieving tasks to a standard (achievement); maintaining c]ose,
friendly relationships (affiliation); oI impact on others (power). Hence the PVQ was also chosen as aı
instrument in order to elucidate and consider üe implications of these cıiteria for Supply Chain Leadership
(SCL) as described eaılier.

In this case, the instrument consists of a two stage pıocess of completion. In the fiIst stage, respoı-ıdents
were lequested to comp|ete a series of 30 qualitative questions which are based upon a series of value
Statements such as "I{ow importaİt aİc close, friendly co-operative reIatioı]s with others at work?" thİoJgh to
"Having the opportunity 10 exercise control over an orgaıisation or group". F,ach qualitative question must be
then graded using a 5 point Likert scale where 0 denotes "Not important to me" and 5 denotes "Ext€rmely
important to me". Each question Iikervise is specifically broken dorvn across "AffiIiation", "Achievement"
and "Poweı" components, and a total for each of these per question is divided by 10.

In the second stage, respondents were then asked to plot their lesults for Achievement, Affiliation and
Power themselves (as part ofthe PvQ instrument) to generate their personal values profile. This profiJe was
then explained to respondents in terms ofthe meanings aftributed as part ofthe instrument. Table 1 shovıs this
in furüer detail.

TABLE 1.

PVQ instrument definitions for Achievement, Affiliation and Power
Component Meaning Low Values High Vahıes

Achievement

Affiliation

The belief that it is important
to meet, or exceed, a standard

of excel]ence.
The belief that establishing and

maintaining close, friendly
relationships is important

The power that having an
impact matterS

Require successful
outcome, <:50%, Iow risk

situations
value distance interactions

more (e.g. Email,
telephone)

Values personal power,
wants to direct others

Require successful
outcome, >50%, high risk

situations
VaIue persıına[

interactions m(,re (e.g.

Face to face m(:etings)
values institutional
power, colle ctive

organisati ın
Power
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Analysis of the Mclelland PVQ results: the Turkish SCM case

The results of this PVQ instrument as administered to the sample of Turkish SCM leaders is now given

and explained with the results shown in Figure 1 and Table 2 for the given sample size. That is to say üat
when noting the explanation of high and low values for achievement, the participants value and recognize a

high level ofexcellence arıd may exhibit a higher level ofrisk taking in order to achieve success (mean of 4.42

across the sample).

Achievement Affiliation

o

ğ

5
4

3
2

7
0

| 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13

Panıcipant

5
4
3

2

1

o

39 3a 3J

Power

ğ

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13

Pafticipant

FIGI.RE l.
lndividual PVQ results for Turkish SCM directors

Likewise the meaı response for power of3.7, whilst being only marginally above the average ofthe scale

from 1-5, also shows that most of the respondents value the "porver" of the organization that they work for

rather than their own intemalized or self-directed power (wiü the exception of participants 6 aİıd 7 who have

below average poweı scores, denoting that they value they own personalized power (potentially hinting at

gıeater leadership drive arıd capability). Similarly the mean affiliation responses were also reasonably high

(3.39) denoting that the sample population value personal interactions greatly - an important constituent for

supply chain management and operations. The additional descriptive statistics foı the population in Table 2

show and uphold üe fact that there was increasing variance aıd deviation in ıesponses across the sample

population in relation to aflıliation and power (starıdard deviations of 0.51 and 0.89 and variaıces of 0.26 and

0.80 respectively). The distributions ofresponses lor each ofthe PVQ components are oveıall fairly "peaked"
(for achievement and power) - thus skewed towards higher values; but reasonably "flat" for affiliation,
skewed towards lower values. Thus denoting that for this population, achievement and power were valued as

relating 10 high standaıds of excel]ence and utilizing the full power of each individual's organiz:,tion,

respectively, in terms oftheir own supply chain maıagement roles.
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TABLE 2
DeScriptiVe Statistics foı PVQ results

Achievement Affiliation Pou,cr
Mean
Median
Mode
standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Minimum
Maximum
Largest
Smallest
Confidence Level (95.0%)

Mean
Median
Mode
standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Minimum
Maximum
Largest
Smallest
Confidence Level (95.0%)

Mean
Median
Mode
standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Minimum
Maximum
Largest
SmaIlest
Confidence Leve 1(95.09i,)

4.12
4.50
4.60
0.33
0.1 l
1.30
-1.46
3.70
4.70
4.70
3.70
0.20

3.39
3.20
3.00
0.5 t
0.26
-1.5l
0.40
2.70
1.20
1.20
2.70
0.31

3.73
4. l0
4.40
0.89
0.80
0.39
-1.15
2.00
4.70
4.70
2.00
0.5,+

Figure 2 shows the overall, aggregated ıesults for üe sarrıple as a result, also denoting the average plotted
as the dashed line (shown as "Avg") in the legend belorv. Again, this visually shows how and where
individuals are ıecognizing their personal values especially when noting thc context of the facilitatior of üe
response data as part of a supply chain management arıd leadership development workhop. This s]ıows a
clear clustering of above average lesponses to achievement, and to a certain extent affiliation, but a wider
spread of value inteıpretations for how individuals may approach their usage of and interpretation of power
(and hence a potential mixture of transactional leadership style - high values; and transformational leader
s§le low values).

Achievement

FIGLR.E 2.
Aggıegated PVQ results for Turkish SCM directors

However, it is interesting to note that affiliation and aclıievement are negatively correlated for this group
with a value of -0.343 (hence as personal interactions increase, a lower level ofrisk or success is required), as
shown in Table 3. This possibly indicates either a culfural or socialIy bound attachment to having trust-based
relationships which facilitate achievement although the covariance results in Table 4 show that this ili oniy
slight (0.053). Similarly, there is Ioose coupling in these terms across the achievement-power (0.06!ı) and
affi 1iation-power (0. l 1 9) scales.
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TABLE 3.

Correlation for PVQ results

Achievement Affiliation Power

Achievement
Affiliation

Power

1.000
-0.343

0.256 1.000

TABLE 4.

Covariance for PVQ results

Achievement Affiliation power

Achievement
Affiliation

Power

0.098
-0.053

0.069

0.242

0.119

Certainly the Study by Altintas [40] shows that where Turkish managers are concemed, thele ale Strong

preferences for equity, the power of social relationships, reciprocation of favours, authority, loyalty, risk
taking, aıd influence amongst othels. This is certainly bome out by our PVQ results as well - noting the

importaıce of these factors as a part of successful supply chain maıagement strategies (as denoted by

Lambert and Cooper in their work too). Noting the work of Danandjaja [41] in relation to the administration

ofEngland's PVQ scale, succcssful managers / leaders were noted to havc higher value concentrations around

componcnts of affiliation ("My subordinates", "My compaıy", "organisational efficiency"), than those

around purely power or achievement scales ("industry leadership", "prestige", "employees").

In contrast, orpen [42] notes that foı South African manageıs, there iS a greater tendency to gravitate

towalds a more US-centric approach of high levels of achicvement and power ("productivity",
"aggressiveness", "success", "competition"). The Turkish results ıeported here, fall someş'here betwccn the

two, although as Westwood and Posner [43] clearly indicate there will always be cross-cultural differences

which will effect value systems in organisations - although a universal or global value ethos will provide

similarities rather üan differences. ln this respect, such results would have to be benchmarked and aligned to

country specific and therefore culfural factors also especially where multi-country supply chain partners aıd
operations would be concemed.

Finally, a comparison with the longitudinal 30 year study by Oliver [44] using England's PVQ Scalcs

highlights a number of interesting points. PIoduçtivity aıd efficiency (ostensibly achievement-related) still are

seen as key drivers of success for organisations, with pıofit ma"ximisation arıd leadership following shortly

aftcrwards. Ambition, ability, skiIl aİd cooperation, custömerS, "my company", employees, self and

subordinates _ which is suggested by the authors to relate to the affiliation component of PVQ aıe then a|so

seen as important. Competition, change, risk and compromise - thus those which relate to the power

component of PVQ _ are subsequently chief drivers of Success also. overall, these results using the

Mclellarıd PVQ compare very well with England's PVQ in these terms and serve to highlight üe importance

ofthese concepts: even more so when considering the drive to improve supply chain opeıations as noted in the

literature in the earlier part ofthis paper.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SUPPLY CIIAIN LEADERSHIP FRAMI,WORK

Against this backdrop, the authors now present a conceptual framework which synthesises and integrates

both the supply chah literature on management and leadership as well as identifoing those components of
value-based approaches to management. The auüors feel this integration is important and pertinent, as whilst
the literature as well as practice within the field regularly (and rightly) advocates the usage of effective

management capability there is a lack of viewpoints aıd perspectives which identify how such appıoaches can

be developed based upon üe individual who is charged with supply chain responsibilities. These

responsibilties are ostensibly based upon a generalised view of personal values across Organisational, Group
and Manageria.l (individual) boundaries, as noted above by both England and McClellaıd via PVQ constructs.
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As such Figure 3 shows a combined perspective on this, as part of developing a view on supply chain
leadership (SCL) as opposed to Supply chain management (SCM) based upon the literature in the first part of

FIGURE 3.
Concepfual flamework of supply chain leadeıship components
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This framework not only upholds and supports the generic notions of SCM in terms of pıoviding
pıoducts/services across a tier of network supplieıs and providers in the most effective and efficien1 maırner,
but also therefole places an emphasis on how those individuals who are tasked with supporting these
operations need to include and involve the wider oİganisation, gfoups aS well as their own capabilities to be
successful. Hence, the fıamework pıovides a clustered intersection and grouping of the pertinent components
from the literature surveyed above aıd highlights the strong inter-relationship between organisational
(achievement), group (affiliation) and power (manageria|)-based values. In this regard, the authors fe(|l that
the concept of SCL is not an overarching paradignr in itself, but is a vital underpinning to SCM (thus
enhancing the traditional vierv of transformational leadership driving transactional management).

Furthermore the authofs pIopose that by identifying these lactors the PVQ data can be oveılaid as shown
in Figure 3 (the numbeıed items) to identifu those supply chain leaders within and across orgaıisations This
has been achieved by identifying which respondents have high achievement, affiliation, power scores (thus
clustered in the middle of the diagram); high achievement-po\r,cr (clustered to the right, "Organisatıonal-
Managerial"); and / or a particular individually strong score (in eithcr of the the three components _ iı this
casc, affiliation thus "Group"). IIence in tl,ıese tcrms the authors suggest that supply chain tcadership
capability should adopt and integrate the given instances of high achievement values and low power viılues,
noting the effects of having a balance between all three personal value components in order to eısure
performance, decision making, customer satisfaction and management behaviours are developed for supply
chain effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Leadership remains a critical aspect of business and management, where an inspiıational figureheact sets
the strategic direction ofthe orgarıization fol othel 10 lollow and deliver against. Whilst this has traditioıally
been seen at a senior management level priority, typically a Maıaging Diıector, ChiefExecutive office,.etc,
there is incıeasingly a need to motivate and inspire others, at a business unit or process level to dilect them to
greatel accomplishments. Applying effective leadership within a supply chain context is now consicered
critical given the complexity of organizational management, put simply, businesses are complex. The auı:hors
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of this papel have conducted primary empirical reseaıch to identi§ those constructs that support the creation

of a framework that culminates supply chain leadership components. In doing so, those data sampled have

supported the creation of a framework that identifies the following building blocks that are classifies as

organizational (Achievement), Monagerial (Power) and Group (Affıliüion) and thus, essential leadership

traits, where leaders aıe lequired to caıry out:

. performaıceimprovements

. Inter-organisationaldecisionmaking

. [Delivering]Customersatisfaction

. Manage behaviors
ı [Creating]Manageıialallegiances
. Manage organizational efficiencies
. IDeliveringl cost efficiencies
. Tactics to oversee the supply chain

The emelgent framework offers those seeking to'create a leadeıship capacity within a supply chain
context a çlearer understanding of the leadership challenges that lie ahead. However, to provide a more

scalable insight, the research will need to increase its sample population thus allowing more generic outcomes

to emelge arıd therefore generalizable conclusions. Whilst such an extension of this leseaıch could develop
numerous strands, into discovery, lheory building or lesting, what remains clear is that the authors would
instinctively gravitate towards exploring cultural differences between participants from discrete sample

populations aıd üus, extend beyond the Trırkish context. This is considered to lead to much richer insight that

extends beyond a supply chain context and in itself will open up aıd pfomote multidisciplinary research

opportunities.
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